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SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
TELEPHONE SHOW
January 17, 2004
Maitland Civic Center
641 S. Maitland Ave.
Maitland, Florida
Registration: $5.00
Tables: $20.00
Please send money for
Registration & Tables to:
PAUL MIKULA
650 E. Chapman Ct. • Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 365-4686 • PauLmikula@yahoo.com
There will be a Friday afternoon/evening
(Jan. 16) Reception at Paul & Kathy
Mikula's home. Also on Sunday afternoon
(Jan. 18)Paul Linker will have a "Telephone
Party/BBQ" at his home in St. Pete, Maps
to his home will be at the Show.

From the Office ...
Happy New Year Everyone! I hope you all
had a wonderful holiday season and are enjoying the first few days of 2004!
Thanks to all of you for sending in your
renewals so promptly. If you have not sent
yours in yet, please do so as soon as possible,
so you will continue to receive your newsletters. Remember, if you would like to pay using Pay Pal, the e-mail address is
office@atcaonline.com
Please add some to cover the fees.
The Spring Show will be here before we know
it. Mark you calendars for April 2 and 3 in
Abilene, KS!! Looking forward to seeing
,MANY of you there!
Cindy Goldsmith
Office Manager

* NEWSLETTER *

TELEPHONY
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MAY THE NEW YEAR BRING
YOU JUST WHAT YOU WANT!
Welcome Our New Members
BRUCE T. COOKE, No. 4091
109 Birch Street
Blountville, TN 37617
Tel: (423) 323-5264
DAVE JOHNSON, No. 4092
P.O. Box 28786
Spokane, WA 99228
Tel: (509) 487-1957
GERALD MORAN, No. 4093
30 Kingwood Rd.
Oakland, CA 94619
Tel: (510) 530-9342
BRIAN BRADY, No. 4094
4500 Anchorage St.
Oxnard, CA 93033
Tel: (805) 488-2544

JOHN LENHART, III, No. 4095
3514 S.E. 17th Place
Cape Coral, FL 33904
Tel: (239) 540-8944
PAT PATTERSON, No. 4096
4180 Windsor Point Place
EI Dorado Hills, CA 95762
Tel: (916) 941-6696
SCOTT TOTH, No. 4097
544 N.E. 58th St.
Miami, FL 33137
Tel: (305) 757-2442
GERHARD FUCHS, No. 4098
PF AFFSTAETTNERSTRASSE
4/12/5
2355 GUMPOLDSKIRCHEN - AUSTRIA
EUROPE
+43-2252-63625

ADDRESS CHANGES
LAWRENCE GOLUB, No. 3349
102 Wild Plum Lane
Lomgwood, FL 32779
LEE THOMPSON, No. 883
4290 Lakeside Blvd.
Monroe, GA 30655

ALLEN ROCKEFELLER,
24 Fairview Place
Hauppauge, NY 11788

No. 3642

RENEWALS

LYNN NOLLER, No. 699
306 Maple Ave., Eaton, CO 80615 - Tel: (970) 454-2018
JEFFREY RACE, No. 63, 20 Chester St., Somerville, MA 02144, Tel: (617) 625-7645; FAX: (617)
623-1882 FOR SALE QUIKLINK PRIVATE WIRE - Use this small module to test or
demonstrate the talking and ringing functions of any common-battery telset, or to establish a
point-to-point hotline between two telsets (or modems or fax machines). Obtain datasheet at
http://www.camblab.com/or
phone for a copy. Many uses, only $84.00!

MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com
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A rrachmenr World

By Gary D. Goff, #1425

T

is months attachment(s) is a
very unique item. I doubt that
many of you have seen these
celluloid advertising discs designed to
fit over the telephone number on an
early Western Electric dial.
I acquired these many years
ago and discovered that they had
shrunk just enoughso that they would
no longer "snapon" the face of the dial.
Like all celluloid and early plastic, some
shrinkage will occur that is not visible
while other shrinkage like that in the
body of a colored 302 cancausecracks
in the corners of the housings.
OnceI haddetermined that the
shrinkage was minor, I was able to use
a Dremel tool to lightly grind away a
very thin layer of material along the
entire inside edge. This increased the
inside diameter just enough to once
again allow the discs to "snap on" over
the existing telephone number.
Eachof the discs that I have is
different from the others in terms of
the advertiser, the phonenumbers,etc.
Someof the latter are three and four
digits, someare short with prefixes and
others look more like the prefixes and
numbers of the fifties and sixties.
Keepin mind that somelarge cities had
seven digit numbers (prefix plus five)
in the thirties and forties. Most of
them cannot be identified as to where
they might have been used, but one
advertises the Acme Concrete Septic
Tank of Neville Island, PA. Most list
local emergency numbers as well just
like the "stick on" type given today by
merchants.
Note that the use of these
discs canobscure part of the telephone
number on some phones, but its
doubtful that this created much of a
problem for the phone user. I suspect
that those who put the item on their
phones did so for the emergency
numbers. I will consider trading one
or two of these rare pieces for other
advertising attachments that I dont
own.

Please send your $35 dues to: ATCA, PO Box 1252, McPherson, KS 67460
JANUARY 2004
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THE BELL SYSTEM TOOL CORNER By John Stallone

Spring Show

THE CLEARANCE MEASURING LINE

T

is tool was intended primarily for
use in measuring the height of drop
wires over streets and highways to
make sure there was enough clearance for
traffic to pass safely underneath, it could
also be used on open wire and Guy lines.
This tool was first introduced in
August of 1939 when at the time TP (a
form of parallel drop wire) was being used
and a lot old twisted pair drops were being
replaced. The clearance line was mostly
used on new drops but could also be used
on existing plant.
I consider
the Clearance
Measuring Line to be one of the more rare
Bell System tools due to it not being
marked with any coding of any kind. It
hardly looks like a telephone company
tool at all. It consists of a 18 foot length
of mason's line attached to a rubber
bobbin at one end and a specialty designed
spring clip from the Muller Electric Co.
at the other end. This No. 27 clip has a
smooth gripping jaw which can be pulled
off the drop from the ground at an angle
not directly underneath the clips location
when your measurement is complete. DO

which would happen if it were tossed from
an angle. Slide the line either 5 feet to the
right or left as needed and take note of the
measurement. When finished, let go of the
clip end so that the bobbin can fall to the
ground taking precautions so the clip end
will not strike you in the eye on the way
down. If the bobbin does not fall, flip the
line a few times and try again. If this does
not work, pull bobbin over the strand at
last resort.

NEVER
USE
CLEARANCE LINE IF THERE IS
A POSSIBILITY OF IT COMING
IN CONTACT WITH ELECTRIC
SUPPLY
WIRES
OR
EQUIPMENT
OR
OTHER
FOREIGN MATTER!!!!!
This tool is all but extinct due to
its unconventional
look and was only
identifiable by its BSP print. How many
of these do you think were thrown out?

Abilene, KS
April 2-3, 2004

Fall Show
Collinsville, IL
July 30-31, 2004

Regional Show
Mason, Michigan
Mason Antiques Special
Events Center

February 7, 2004

Regional Show
Maitland Civic Center
641 S. Maitland Ave
Maitland, Florida

January 17, 2004

NOT JERK LINE OR LOOK UP
WHILE DISENGAGING CLIP!!
To use this tool you first make
your drop attachment on the building you
are working on and then you unwind line
from the bobbin and place the spring clip
on a point in the line where it will not be
struck by moving traffic, preferably to the
edge of a driveway or the curb side of the
road or where a curb's approximate
location might be. You now make your
pole attachment with a specified sag in the
drop using the clearance line to obtain the
required road clearance; the bottom ofthe
bobbin should be just touching the
ground.
To use this tool on existing plant,
select a location for tossing the bobbin
over the wire or strand you wish to
measure at its lowest point as possible as
to keep out of the way of traffic; unwind
the mason's line; hold clip end of the line
and check to see that the bobbin will not
come in contact with any other plant
above; and toss directly up from under the
subject wire so it will drape over the wire
when it falls, and not flip around the wire
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This
I
will be your last

Inewsletter if your renewal has not
Ibeen received.
I
Misplaced your renewal
Iinfo???? Just send $35 to ATCA,
PO Box 1252, McPherson, KS
I67460.

I

Please include your
and phone number.

Iname, address,

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
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NORFOLK TELEPHONE USERS BECOME
THEIR OWN TELEPHONE OPERATORS
First call put through after automatic system was inaugurated at midnight Saturday
From the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch
Monday, November 10, 1919
Submitted by Russ Cowell

T;

e first call over the new system
was made by Charles E.
Ashburner, city manager of
Norfolk, to C. Fred Bonney, district
manager of the telephone company. In
order to make sure that somebody else
wouldn't beat the city manager to it, his
line was put in service for a few
minutes before the general cut-over
took place.
Mr. Ashburner dialed the number
from his library at home with members of
his family as an interested audience. He
had evidently given careful attention to
the advertising matter of the telephone
company telling how calls should be
made. He lifted the receiver, listened for
the dial tone, then proceeded to dial,
placing his finger in the place indicated
by the first digit of the number, bringing
the dial around to the finger stop and
releasing it, letting it run back by itself.
An so on with the rest of the number.
Mr. Bonney answered in a few
seconds and they talked about the new
system, the city manger telling the
telephone manager that he had no
difficulty in getting him and that he could
hear perfectly. Then the conversation
drifted into other channels, just as
telephone conversation will. It was
evident that neither of the gentlemen had
prepared any speech for the occasion.
Now perhaps you may be curious
to know how the call was handled. When
Mr. Ashburner took off his receiver, the
act of so doing operated the primary line
switch associated with the line No. 2-2516
(Mr. Ashburner's number). depressing a
plunger and extending the call to a similar
piece of apparatus
known as the
secondary line switch. The secondary
line switch plunger was automatically
operated and the call extended to a first
selector, at which time the circuit was in
readiness for the dialing operation, which
was indicated by the dial tone in the
receiver. This dial tone, as you will have
probably found out for yourself by the time
this appears in print, is like the soft
buzzing of a bumble bee or other large
insect If the dial tone is not heard when
the receiver is removed, the receiver
should be replaced for a couple of
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seconds.
The first digit dialed by Mr.
Ashburner was 2. The wipers on the
first selector were raised to the second
level of the multiple bank by the two
impulses started by the dialing. The
wipers were then automatically cut in
on the multiple bank and the call
extended through the wipers and
multiple bank contacts to a second
selector which repeated the operation
for the second digit when that digit was
dialed. The second selector extended
the call to the third selector which took
care of the third digit.
With the dialing of the third
digit the call was extended from the
third selector to the wiper contacts of
a connector which had access to the
multiple bank contacts of the line being
called.
When Mr. Ashburner dialed
the fourth digit of Mr. Bonney's number
(2-4194) the wipers of the connector
were raised to the ninth level of the
multiple bank and there waited for the
impulse started by the dialing of the
four, the last digit of the number, which
completed
the
connection
by
advancing the wipers to the fourth
contact in the multiple bank.
With the completion of the call
to this point, Mr. Bonney's bell was rung
and continued to ring until Mr. Bonney
answered. While the bell was ringing
Mr. Ashburner was notified of the fact
by a vibrating sound in his receiver.
When Mr. Bonney answered
the summons of the bell, the electrical
operation of relays in the connector
apparatus of relays stopped the ringing
of the bell and changed the contacts
at the connector in such manner that
the circuit was ready for conversation.
When Mr. Ashburner hung up
his receiver, the circuit which was built
up by the impulses of the dialing was
taken down automatically and the
connector, selector and line switch
apparatus returned to its normal or first
position in readiness for other calls.
There you have the whole
thing, you know just how it's done. And
the operation takes place in much less

time that it has taken you to read
about it. All the working of the
apparatus - and this apparatus is
located in various parts of the room
- is completed in a few seconds.
And all that happened in connection
with Mr. Ashburner's call happens
in connection with every call that is
put through,
and there
are
thousands of them every day. In
fact, hundreds of calls are clicking
their merry way through the
apparatus at any particular minute
you care to mention.
The
new
telepho e
directory was distributed throug
the city during the last few days
it will, of course, be necessary
have a copy of this directory on
before making calls. Every N
number has been changed.
In connection
wit
e
installation of this new system
has been in Norfolk since earty .
the summer, a comparatively Ia e
force of telephone men from 0
cities-engineers,
mechanics,
installers, clerks. In addition to
installation of the equipment in t. e
new building on Bute street, every
telephone instrument-except
pay
stations- had to be changed. The
number of telephones involved in
this change is over 11,000 in all parts
of the city.
The telephone company
has taken particular pains to see that
the public understands the workings
of the new system, and have, from
time to time during the last couple
of months published leaflets and
newspaper advertisements.
On
Saturday night stereoptican slides
were used in the principal theaters,
announcing the fact that the cut-over
would take place at midnight and
asking the public to please use the
new directory in making calls.
And
one
can't
help
wondering how many people went
home from the movies and sat up
until midnight and one minute after
that time started to dial a friend's
number.
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WHEN SUBSCRIBERS WERE FIRST PERMITTED
TO PROVIDE THEIR OWN PHONES
By Roger Conklin

F

rom the earliest beginnings of
telephone history it was always
the telephone company that
owned, installed and maintained the
telephone. Back then the telephone set
was not "rented" to the subscriber by
the telephone company any more than
the drop wire, cable pair or Network
Interface Device is rented today It was
"supplied"
as part of the bundled
monthly charge for service, as one of
the several component parts of the
system consisting of telephones, poles,
wires, switchboards, the services of
telephone operators, etc. that were
required to provide telephone service.
The rates for PBX equipment, both
manual and dial, were not really for
rental either, but were part of the
monthly charge for the service provided
by such equipment. This was not only
the Bell System policy, but also the
policy of the Independent telephone
companies in the US and, in fact, that
of private telephone companies and
government telephone administrations
in all countries everywhere in the world.
One notable exception to this policy was
that some of the farmer-owned and
operated telephone co-ops, companies
and informal entities providing magneto
telephone service in rural areas, small
towns or villages did require that
subscribers purchase and own their
own telephones. In many of these small
companies, the farmers had to build
and maintain their own lines as well.
When in the 1940's enabling
legislation commissioned
the Rural
Electric Administration - REA to began
a loan program to provide low-interest,
government-subsidized
financing for
the modernization of telephone service
in rural areas, one of its requirements
was that any policy of borrowers that
previously
had either required or
permitted their subscribers to own their
own magneto crank telephones, would
have to change. Their subscribers
could no longer be owners of the new
dial telephones that replaced their old
magneto sets as a qualifying condition
for REA financing.
When Kellogg
Switchboard and Supply Company and
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Stromberg Carlson established their
own financing subsidiaries, Kellogg
Credit Corporation and Stromberg
Carlson Credit Corporation, to finance
modernization
programs for small
telephone companies that either did
not qualify, or did not wish to accept
REA financing, the same rule was
established:
telephones must be
owned by the telephone company; not
by the subscriber.
The
Bell
System
had
established and maintained the policy
for over 100 years that it must be the
owner and supplier of everything,
starting at one end with the telephone
and all that was in between, including
the telephone on the other end of the
line, if it was to be able to provide highquality telephone
service.
The
Independents followed this exact same
policy. The Bell System even forbid
the use of auxiliary covers which
advertisers sometimes attempted to
sell to businesses to give away to
customers to "protect" their phone
directories
from wear and tear.
Attachments of any kind to telephone
company property were forbidden, be
they subscriber-provided telephones
or directory covers.
This rigid policy began to
break with the Hush-A-Phone decision
in the U. S. Court of Appeals in 1956
when it ruled that AT&T could not
prohibit subscribers from obtaining a
certain degree of privacy that made it
difficult for others around them to hear
their voice by slipping subscriberowned Hush-A-Phones,
relatively
simple devices, over the transmitters
of candlesticks,
wall phones or
handsets owned and provided by Bell
System telephone companies. Further
erosion of strict telephone company
ownership
resulted
from
the
Carterphone Decision in 1968 when
the courts ruled that telephone
equipment,
neither
owned
nor
provided by the Bell System, could be
directly connected to the telephone
network, provided that a protective
coupling device rented from the
telephone company was installed

between the line and the customerprovided equipment.
This device
ostensibly was to protect the network
from harmful interference that might
emanate
from customer-owned
equipment. The coupling device carried
a comparatively stiff monthly rental. It
served principally
to discourage
customers from providing their own
equipment, the preference of the Bell
System
being
that
PBX-type
equipment
be leased from the
telephone company as it always had
been since the beginning oftime. (The
only exception to this policy with which
this author is familiar was that PBX
equipment owned and maintained by
the Armed Forces and installed on
military basis had been permitted to be
connected to Bell System lines since
very early times in the history of the
telephone. )
In 1976 the FCC ruled that
privately owned equipment could be
connected
to the public network
without the use of a protective coupler,
providing that it was "compatible." A
FCC equipment registration program
was established to qualify and register
such
equipment
for
direct
interconnection.
The rental of a
protective coupler was no longer
required if the equipment was duly
registered.
But ordinary residential and
single-line
business
subscribers
continued to have their telephones
provided only and exclusively by the
telephone company. Major telephone
companies regularly tested lines to
discover unauthorized
telephones
connected by subscribers (by detecting
the additional capacitance when extra
ringers were connected to the line).
Such none-telephone company owned
sets were often confiscated when
found, or if they were marked "Bell
System" added to the monthly bill and
charged for as extensions. Seeing the
handwriting on the wall as a result of
the opening of the market to privately
owned PBX equipment, AT&T and
many of the Independent Telephone
Companies began to discuss and
actually proposed to the FCC the
possibility of the "Primary Instrument
Approach," for residential subscribers,
whereby the Telephone Company
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would always furnish and maintain one
telephone, but subscribers would be
free to either lease from the telephone
company or provide, own and connect
their own extensions.
By this time
modular plugs and jacks had become
pretty much standard everywhere, so
it was relatively easily to simply plug a
phone into a jack. It was no longer
necessary
to send a telephone
company installer to hard-wire the
spade ended line cords to a terminal
block to connect with the inside wiring.
On July 11, 1977, Rochester
(New York) Telephone Company,
whose president
was James C.
Henderson, became the first major
telephone
company to open the
floodgates that were the prelude to
what was to become a universal
change in the policy of who owns the
telephone
On that date it voluntarily
filed a tariff application with the New
York Public Service Commission for the
sale of existing telephones and inside
wiring to its residential subscribers.
Under the provisions of this tariff, the
subscriber
who purchased
his
telephone and inside wiring from
Rochester Tel, or the new subscriber
who provided his own wiring and
telephone
set, would benefit
a
decrease of 80¢ per month in his
monthly charge for telephone service.
Rochester's
marketers
and
accountants had done their homework
and determined that the average cost
of maintaining customer premises
wiring and subscriber telephones was
greater than the 80¢ monthly savings
the subscriber would enjoy if this
became his responsibility.
It was
perceived as a win-win situation for
both Rochester TeL and the subscriber.
It would also provide subscribers with
the choice between leaving the
responsibility
with the telephone
company, or assuming it themselves.
Rochester's tariff filing was approved
and, for the first time, residential
subscribers served by that company
were able to make this choice.
The NYPUC had earlier
announced
that it intended
to
"Iiberalize" interconnect rules in that
state, but Rochester Tel's tariff filing was
made before the NYPUC had taken
any action to implement its intentions.
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The reaction throughout the
telephone industry to the Rochester
TeL filing was somewhat like that of an
earthquake. It was such a break with
tradition that the news hit the industry
like a ton of bricks. Here are some of
the published comments as reported
in Telephony Magazine's July 18, 1977
issue:
Paul Henson, chief executive
officer of United Telecommunications,
Kansas City, MO: "It's one approach
to the problem. We don't think it's the
best way, but if the FCC prevails in the
courts on Docket 19258, it's probably
the only way.
Pending
final
determination,
we think
it is
premature."
Robert
McKell,
president, Chillicothe (Ohio) TeL Co
"My personal feeling is that the
customer is better off if the telephone
company
provides
the station
equipment. We must convince him
that he is better off if the telephone
company provides the equipment, and
I think we can do this in most cases"
Charles Wohlstetter, Chief
executive
officer,
Continental
Telephone Corporation, Atlanta, GA
"We believe in the primary instrument
approach.
We feel there will be
tremendous problems if the whole
industry decides to sell all it's inside
wiring and telephones hooked up
today."
Robert
Reuss,
Chief
executive officer, Central Telephone
and Utilities Corp., Chicago, IL,
commenting on the situation that
would prevail should the NYPUC
approve Rochester Tel's application:
"The New York commission
is in
violation of the FCC registration
program
which
says
that
all
connections shall be made through
standard
plugs
and
standard
telephone-company provided jacks.
Only the telephone company should
install and maintain all of the inside
wiring and jacks for customers."
Weldon Case, president of
Mid Continent
Telephone
Corp.,
Hudson, OH
"We compliment
Rochester Tel on their innovative
thoughts, however, (they) don't quite
conform
to the practicalities
of
regulation as we currently know them"

Unnamed SpOkeswoman:
New York Telephone
Co (Bell
System): We still firmly believe in the
value of point-to-point service. It helps
to assure the high quality of service
that telephone users have become
accustomed
to."
James Geist, vice presidentoperations,
Lincoln (Nebraska)
Telephone
and Telegraph
Co.:
"Personally,
I'm still
fighting
interconnect and I'm not ready to
throw in the towel.
If I had my
'druthers,' I wish it hadn't happened
now.
I don't see any division
developing (in the industry) because
of what Rochester did. I guess that's
why they call us Independents
we
do what we want."
With the filing of this tariff,
Rochester Tel accurately anticipated
the direction the wind was going to
blow. With the AT&T divestiture,
effective January 1, 1984, ownership
of subscriber telephones came to an
end in what, before the divestiture,
had been known as the Bell System
With the breakup of the Bell System
into 6 regional "Bell" telephone
companies to provide local service,
and AT&T to provide long distance
service
and
to manufacture
equipment in what had been known
before as Western Electric, title to the
installed base of tens of millions of
telephones passed from the local Bell
operating companies to AT&T The
local service rate was unbundled with
the rental of the AT&T-owned
telephone sets shown as a separate
charge on monthly phone bills, which
the regional Bell companies collected
on behalf of AT&T, and remitted to that
company. AT&T quickly implemented
plans and offered to sell the installed
base of telephones it had inherited
from the Bell operating companies to
the subscribers, and new subscribers
were completely free to obtain, by
purchase or rental, their telephone
sets, as long as they were types that
were FCC registered, from whomever
and wherever they so desired. They
could be purchases from retail stores
or either purchased or rented from
AT&T
The day of ownership of
subscriber
telephones
by the
Regional Bell Operating Companies
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ceased at the stroke of midnight,
December
31,
1983.
The
Independents were not required to
follow the divestiture decision as it was
applied to the former Bell System, nor
were they required to relinquish
ownership of their installed base of
telephones to anybody. But over the
next few years they generally moved
away from telephone
companyprovided
to subscriber
owned
telephone sets in much the same way
as the Regional
Bell Operating
Companies (RBOCs) had done.
The course of action pioneered
by Rochester Tel. In 1977 ultimately
became the universal
model for
everyone Was it the right decision?

PAUL SMITH, No. 4045
2908 Eastgate Dr.
Seminole, OK 74868
Tel: (405) 382-1835
E-mail: pbsmith@mbo.net
FOR SALE -

MAKE OFFER

FASSBENDER,
No. 3144
14 Texas Rd., Westford, MA 01886
Tel: (978) 692-6335 E-mail: clarity@rcn.com
FOR SALE OR TRADE
t
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There are strong arguments on both
sides.
Gone is the day when
telephones were built to last through
50 years of trouble-free service. In their
place we now have throw-away sets
that, although less expensive to buy,
generally are more prone to failure,
aren't worth repairing and usually end
up on the junk heap if there is a
problem
Gone almost 100% is the
domestic industry that produced
quality telephone sets and provided
employment to thousands of persons.
Gone is the telephone company's
responsibility for end-to-end service.
What are the benefits? Oh yes, there
is competition
among the foreign
manufacturers of phone sets which

BOOKS AND BROCHURES: All book prices
include media rate shipping in the U.S. Insurance extra if desired. Softcover unless
noted.
1. Telephone
and Telegraph Engineer's
Pocketbook, 1908,3% "x5Y,", 398 pg. + 16 pg.
bound-in promo fo the series. Hardcover. Cover
and spine in very good condo Basic electricity
and testing, test equipment and procedures,
telephone sets and wiring, switchboards and
exchanges, outside plant, interior sytstems (intercoms), magneto and common battery, connecting interior systems to exchanges (Kellogg,
SC, Holtzer-Cabot and HC automatic systems),
hotel systems, telegraphy, etc. Lots of wiring
diagrams and reference tables. Desk sets in
drawings
have tapered
shafts,
$50 •
2. Western Electric No. 10 Catalog, telephone
apparatus and cable, 1939. Hardcover - covers
soiled and psine has horizontal cuts. Binding
is tight. Pages in very good shape - excellent
for reference, $150 or Best Trade or Offer •
3. Station Service Manuals - Fill out your
BSP collection. Aug. 1977 Vol. II, Sept. 1978
Vol. I, Aug. 1980 Vol I (soiled) - 6W'x8W'
$22 ea. • 4. Bell System Station Specialties
Service Manual,
Vol. I & II, 10/80,
6y,"x8Y< "xl Y<", covers worn. BSPs for
automatic dialers (card dialers), Touch-A-Matic
sets and dials, 3 and 4A speakerphones (with
connection diagrams for many sets), answering and announcement sets, $65 • 5. Bell
System Registration Service Manual, two
available - 4/80 and 3/82, 6'h"x8W'x3/16".
BSPs covering the FCC Registration Program,
defining how devices connect to the Bell network - $8 ea. • 6. Bell System 756A PBX
Top (Task Oriented
Practice),
Section
551-100-100, Issue 2, 9/80. 6'hx81'!"x1'h. Service order, installation, routine tasks and repair
procedures, $25 • 7. Bell System Dimension
600 PBX TOP, Section 554-105-325, Issue 2,
4/81. 6Y2x8Y<x5/8. Trouble analysis, basic call
types
and features,
T AP-300 through
TAP-499, $25 • 8. Bell System Horizon
Communications System VS (16A) Top, Section 518-451-500, Issue 3, 8/82. 6'hx8V.xl-5/8,
cover work, $35 • 9. AT&T System 75 Wiring Handbook, 555-200-1111, Issue3 I, 4/87
and System 75 Service Manual Upgrades and
Additions,
555-200-106.
Issue 2, 5/86.
6'hx8Y<x1Y<,
covers
worn,
$35 •
10. Dimension Maintenance Exchange Label,

have made the cost of the simplest
telephone sets just a fraction of what
they used to be. Gone also is the
responsibility
of the telephone
company to maintain inside wiring,
unless the customer is willing to
subscribe to a maintenance plan
which, In BeliSouth, currently costs
$4.75 per month. Even with that
plan the subscriber is still fully
responsible for the telephone set
itself.
References:
Telephony, The Journal of the Telephone
Industry Since 1901, July 18, 1977
This Great Contrivance, The First 100 Years
of the Telephone in Rochester, Rochester Tel.
Corp., 1979

10176, 3%x5% yellow card stock with metal
eyelet and about 20" of string. "Attach this
label to defective unit." Blanks to enter
customer, installation info and trouble description. Several available. $1 ea. plus $.50 1st
Class postage if it's the only item • 11. Data
Services info: 12 miscellaneous 8Y2x11 pages
punched for a loose-leaf binder, dates: 6/67, 1/68
and 5/70. Includes full page B&W photos of
Teletype models 33PSR, 33ASR, 35PSR and
35ASR (with rotary dials!); a chart showing
keyboard non-print functions with control key
sequences; and partial info on Multicom-High.
Speed service and data sets 202C5 and 202C6.
The info on the 33ASR, 35PSR and 35ASR is
on consecutive pages number 15-24 and appears complete. Offered primarily for this
seciton and the photos. They brought back
many "fond" memories of sitting in timesharing terminal rooms debugging Fortran II
programs stored on low speed paper tape. as
is - $6. (I'll fill in the 28 page section on
Teletypes with photocopies of the missing
pages for a total of $15.) • 12. The History
of the Telephone, 1911, seventh edition,
Herbert N. Casson, 5'hx8Y<, 315 pg., hardcover. Fair condition, spine faded. A classic $25 • 13. The 1967 Aerospace Year Book, includes photos of the Bell Pogo Stick and Flying Chair, as well as 580 pages (about 9x11)
covering aviation and aerospace products produced in the U.S. at the time. Thousands of
photos of cold war-era military, civilian and
space travel gear. Hardcover with dust jacket
- $20 • 14. The Telephone Book, 1977, H.M.
Bottinger, large hardcover 9'hx121/2 coffee
table-style book celebrating the centennial of
the invention of the telephone with lots of pictures showing the history and development of
telephony, $20 • 15. The Miracle of Talking
By Telephone, National Geographic reprint,
10/37. 39 pages with lots of great photos.
Several available - $12. Please call for other
book selections.
WANTED
Marked "Kellogg" G-style handset in RED.
Can be any of the Kellogg shape variations or
the Western G-3 clone • Teleconcepts wood
desk set. Modern art-styled set with a kneeling woman as the handset
• WE 500 sets in
Oxford Gray and Mahogany
Brown •
Magnavox "anti-noise" telephones, literature
or copies.
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- Early Telephone Lines Western Electric Type 21 & Type 72 Wall Sets
By Kevin Duck
Copyright © 2003 by Kevin Duck All rights reserved.
Communicating over telephone lines of the 1880's often required a great deal of patience. The first telephone lines
used an earth return, in that the earth, or ground, made up half of the telephone 'line' with the other half being a
single wire. Though two wire technology, commonly called metallic lines, existed at the time it was the earth return
line that was prevalent. This was in large part due to the cost involved in the construction of metallic lines. Earth
return telephone lines, commonly called grounded lines, were subject to a host of electrical disturbances due to their
very nature of being non-insulated from the earth. These electrical disturbances would manifest themselves as a
variety of noises heard in the telephone receiver at subscriber sub-stations. Frequently the line noise would be
troublesome enough to make communication all but impossible. In general, the type of disturbance affecting a given
line would depend on the length of the line. Short lines, usually found in or near a city, would be effected by such
things as street lighting, electrified trolley or railroad, and telegraph operation. Long lines, found in towns and less
populated areas, would suffer from natural phenomena such as variations in the earth's magnetic field, different
earth potential at ground locations along the line, and electrically charged passing bodies of air or clouds. Bell
System engineer, John J. Carty, made the following observation: "Sometimes it sounded as though myriads of birds
flew twittering by; again sounds like the rustling ofleaves and the croaking offrogs could plainly be heard; at other
times the noises resembled the hissing of steam and the boiling of water". Utilizing a common return wire, shared by
several lines to isolate them from ground, met with limited success. In addition to the maladies of the grounded line,
there were other serious problems that often arose due to the type of series circuit that was employed throughout the
1880's. Early telephones were connected to one another in series, with several or more telephones usually found on
one line. In the series circuit, voice current of a telephone call would pass through the telephone sets located on the
line between the calling and called sub-station. This meant that the entire line and all the telephones on it could be
rendered inoperable by an opening of the line at a single subscribers' sub-station. Lightning, fires, or simply moving
the telephone to paint a wall could leave other subscribers on the line without telephone service. Even without an
interruption in the series circuit, line balance was often difficult to achieve and transmission quality suffered from
accumulated line impedance that resulted from voice current traveling through the 80 ohm ringer at each subscriber
sub-station. With grounded line series circuit service, telephone communication ofthe 1880's was often an adventurous
undertaking.
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Series metallic line.

As the telephone industry grew and prospered, the merits of the metallic line were rediscovered and it became cost
effective to install these in greater numbers. This isolating ofthe telephone voice circuit from ground greatly improved
the quality of communication. Still, the inherent problems ofthe series circuit persisted. John J. Carty would remedy
this situation. In March of 1891 Carty was granted a patent for his new bridging type of telephone circuit and 1,000
ohm ringer. In the bridging circuit, telephones were placed between the line wire and ground on grounded lines, or
between the two line wires on metallic lines. This meant that the subscriber set no longer formed part of the telephone
line, which now passed unbroken at each subscriber sub-station. An open circuit in individual subscriber sets could
no longer render the entire line inoperable and the problems of line impedance and line imbalance had been solved.
This was a major development that greatly improved the quality oftelephone communicatien,
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Bridging grounded line.

Bridging metallic line.

New bridging type telephone sets were designed and manufactured
to operate on the bridging circuit. By 1892
Western Electric was offering the Chicago Bridging Magneto Bell telephone set for sale. This wooden wall set
used a local battery power source, as did the majority of the early bridging sets. Though common battery
telephones would soon be appearing in ever greater numbers, the earliest bridging sets were of the local battery
type. With the patent of the solid back transmitter coming one year after that of the bridging circuit, this was
a time of rapid advancement in telephony. In circa 1894 Western Electric introduced the Type 21 bridging
wooden wall set, which was equipped with a local battery, three bar magneto, code 101 receiver, and the new
solid back transmitter.
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Mid 1890's wooden wall set of the Type 21 and Type 72 style.
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either positive or negative current towards only one side of the line, the central station could selectively ring
anyone of the four sub-stations, without causing the bells to ring at the other three.

~ ff
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Hibbard system of
selective signaling.

-,

./tion

The Type 72 set used a two bar magneto and a 2,500 ohm biased ringer. This combination of a weaker
magneto and higher resistance ringer allowed an individual subscriber to signal the central station, without
possibility of causing the bells at other sub-stations to ring. The annunciator or drop at the central station
however, were such that the sub-stations two bar magneto could operate them.

Type 72 wall set schematic.
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Label showing connection information
for Type 72 set.
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In the past it had been possible for subscribers on the
same line to call each other directly. On the selective
signaling four-party line, this was no longer possible
and all calls had to go through the central station for
connection. To achieve the desired line selection and
ringer polarity for a given sub-station, the Type 72 set
was equipped
with connection
terminals
and

JANUARY 2004

information label, so that the set could be configured as
needed for use at any of the sub-stations on the four-party
line. With the development of the bridging line and selective
signaling, the Type 21 and Type 72 sets of the mid 1890's
heralded a new age in telephony. Telephone communication
had become more reliable and of a higher quality. In coming
years the party line would be capable of serving an ever
increasing number of subscribers, while it was often a thread
that bound communities together.

If you have not sent in your renewal, please do so
today. Send $35 for USA members and $40 for
Canada and international members to:
ATCA
PO Box 1252
McPherson, Kansas 67460
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Tel: (801) 486-6794
E-mail: vernp@webtv.net
WANTED
554's in dk. gray, It. blue, soft,
1"",-1959 • 1554 in ivory • 1500 in
gray • Backboard for 554 - dk. gray, dk.
beige, dk. blue, vory - in wood; It. blue in plastic.
If not for sale, would like to get color match.
I have matched the ones I have - red, green &
brown • G-6 amplified handsets, hardwired,
working or not - in green, blue, turquoise, white,
. & ivory • Hook for a Keystone cis. This is
the one with Keystone cut out.
FOR TRADE
Some 1500s & 1554s, early 2500s, soft 554s,
500s in brown, dk. blue, dk. beige, plus others.
DA VE KUNS, No. 4030
Tel: (928) 636-1588
E-mail: koonzee@commspeed.net
WANTED
North Electric Company receiver • Marked
Century faceplate • WE 20B Hershey Kiss
Perch • Trans. element & cup for Auto. Elec.
3" with cis lug.
GARY MCKAY
Tel: (905) 898-3999
E-mail: buyanyphone2003@yahoo.ca
WANTED
An original Harrison switch hook and a
receiver or will buy an original top box, all
complete.
("
REW CHUPELA, No. 3212
E-mail: AMVTCHUP@AOL.COM
WANTED
Looking for a Western Electric Princess
telephone - pink in color, dial type • Western
Electric 43A Spacesaver.
GARY GOFF
E-mail: ggoff@TELIS.ORG
WANTED
I have an AE Sunburst Dial and the correct
AE stairstep stick for it. Someone, however,
removed their regularly shaped terminal strip
that attaches to the steel plate in the base, in
which the back of the dial comes in contact.
This little terminal strip attaches with two
screws. I would like to acquire the terminal
strip or borrow one from someone so I can have
it copied. These strips were removed from the
steel plate when later dials were installed in the
stairstep because the strip was in the way of
inserting the later dials. Thanks, in advance,
for your help
TOREY MALATIA, No. 3737
7318 S. South Shore Drive
Chicago, IL 60649
Tel: (773) 768-0523 (H)
(312) 948-4612 (W)
E-mail: tmalatia@chicagopublicradio.org
WANTED
o
al bottom cover for a Stromberg Carlson
d.
.ick. This is the round metal cover, about
he same diameter as a Western dial stick bottom cover, with two holes punched for screws,
directly across from each other near the edge
of the cover.

JANUARY 2004

MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
Western Electric #1 dial • American Bell
long pole • Old payphones and parts •
Gray
50A payphone
•
5-cent coin
collectors • Western Electric touchtone
3-slot payphones.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Coin boxes with lids for payphones. They are
functional and in good condition. Short ones
for 3-slots and tall ones for single-slots. •
Top instruction card holders with the frame
that go on the top of 3-slot payphones, $20
ea. • AT&T S203 Telephone equipment,
speakerphone. This is new in the box. They are
$30 ea. I use one myself and it works great.

AL ILEKIS
204 Lawton Rd.
Riverside, IL 60547
Tel: (708) 442-8676
WANTED
Tapered shaft, stem only, for a Stromberg
Carlson oilcan cis. Will purchase partial stick
if need be • Century or Frontier beveled
transmitter.
Williams
beveled
transmitter
• Base for DeVeau tapered
shaft, normal base, not tub for intercom •
Miscellaneous parts, hooks, etc. for early
tapered shafts or potbellies • Early European desk telephones or parts.
FOR TRADE
Different hard-to-find receivers, longpoles,
some cis phones, wallsets, etc.
JOHN LaRUE, No. 921
E-mail: atca@johnlarue.net
www.johnlarue.net
WANTED
Call Directors, 18- and 30-button (old style keys
with clear buttons) • Call Director with builtin transmitter for speakerphone • Autovon
sets (16-button tone pads) • G-4 headrest
handsets.
KENNETH STARK
1613 Banning Beach Rd.
Tavares, FL 32778
E-mail: KStark@pol.net
WANTED
66E3 connecting block - a punch-down terminal
for 25-pair cable and connector to lA2
keyphone • 400 KTU cards.
TOM GUENIN, No. 971
397 Park Ave., Apt. 212F
Chardon, OR 44024
Tel: (440) 285-4931
WANTED

JOE WHITE
E-mail: phoneguys@worldnet.att.net
WANTED
The little 3-roller assembly and plunger for a
Al or early 102 cradle phone (they are the
same).
Still looking for Bell & Pole
"Telephone Co. china".

JOHN NOVACK
192 Ashton Dr.
Falling Waters, WV 25419
Tel: (304) 274-9079
E-mail: jnovack@stromberg-carlson.org
WANTED
Automatic Electric Technical Bulletin #691 on
the PABX switchboard Type 95. Original or
good color copy. Also explanation on same AE
# E-75426 Original or good B&W copy •
Contact with price including shipping. I can
make available copies of the schematic
H-75426, and relay adjustment
sheet
AH-75426 for the model 95.

DA VE JOHNSON, No. 2121
61 Costanzo Court
Hamden, CT 06518-2460
Tel: (203) 288-2214
E-mail: barbanna@aol.com
WANTED
Good to mint Western Electric 132B notchless
porcelain dial number plate • An original
Western Electric 2HB dial with an original (not
repro) "2HB" fingers top. Number plate not
important.

GARY GOFF
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (713) 528-3561
WANTED
Northern Electric pony receiver cap, marked
on the outside edge, NOT on the surface facing the ear • W.E. nickel plated backcup
that fits the transmitter arm, with three screw
holes, two on the top and one on the
bottom • Always looking to purchase interesting candlestick attachments, celluloid
advertisements, and interesting and unique
telephone "go-withs" • Western Electric #1
dial. I will pay well for one of these dials including a trade in your favor, but the dial must
be in top condition • Standard Holtzer Cabot
receiver as seen on Page 378 of Knappen's
book. I will purchase it or trade merchandise
andlor cash, seller's choice.
FOR SALE
Five Telephone Trucks advertised elsewhere in
this newsletter • Rubber gaskets for the bottoms of AE desksets: lA, 34, or 40 models •
Will sell or trade one of the celluloid telephone
number advertising discs featured in the Attachment article in this newsletter.

Glass battery top with rods - battery is round
with a lip and the opening is 3-5/16" across 6" deep and the lip extends out about V2' •
Bakelite cover (the one that moutns to the
subset with 2 screws on the front (for a 684 WE
subset.
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WANTED
Keystone Telephone Company items - phones.
signs, etc.

JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 822-8138
Visit our website at:
http://sidberry.home.att.net

RICK SAINT
10075 Spotted Horse
Houston, TX 77064
Tel: (281) 807-9248 (evenings)
E-mail: rdsaint@ev1.net

FOR SALE
My entire collection of several hundred phones
including candlesticks, single-box. double-box.
three-box. and fiddlebacks. All in both rare and
common models. Pictures of many of these
phones can be seen on our website at the address show above.

NEIL MORRIS. No. 3112
358 Dunlap
Dequim, WA 98382
Tel: (360) 681-2470
FAX: (360) 681-2610
E-mail: Suziandneil@usintouch.net
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WE 317P single box wooden wallphone,
$200 • WE 317BU train set "SP Co...•
$75 • WE subset brass bells. mag .• $50 •
WE 302 3-line. $35 • WE 302 desk set.
$35 • WE G-type 211 console unit. $25 •
WE white 500 desk set. $20 • WE six round
button desk set. $25 • WE Operator's
head/chest set. $5 • WE KSU 551B. $50 •
WE KSU 551A. $50 • WE 6-button (sqr.)
desk set. $20 • WE single gong bell. wood.
$5 • WE Operator's headset. $10 • WE
Butt Set. rubber case. pin dial, $15 • WE
702 Princess. yellow, $10 • AE Monophone,
no dial. $45 • AE 2-line Monophone Type 47.
$50 • AE C-1112 desk set. $40 • AE Type
500 wallphone, $120 • AE 3-hole paystation,
$250 • AE Starlite white desk set. $20 •
AE Army field phone. $25 • SC 1234-M
Spacesaver, no dial. $15 • SC AH 200S black
candlestick. $75 • SC stacked magneto desk
set. $30 • SC 2-1250W wallphone, push to
talk, $25 • SC 1543W white desk set.
$15 • SC Operator's chest set. $5 •
Kellogg red bar central office unit. $60 •
Kellogg subset, wooden. silver gongs. magneto.
$15 • Kellogg G.!. magneto wooden wall.
green, $15 • North 8H6 black desk set.
$25 • North 8H8 black wall set. $25 •
Leich convertible 1930 desk or wall. $35 •
Leich wall V2desk magneto, $35 • IT!'
6-button desk sets, (3) new in boxes. (1) used.
$35 ea. • ITT twist button desk set, $25 •
Trashcan phone. $65 • Intercom, wooden,
$65 • Intercom "Duplex", $15.
MARK REDMOND, No. 875
Tel: (800) 726-4464
E-mail: curhistpub@aol.com
WANTED
Still buying and trading signs (what have you
got?) Signs: Big 'Use the Bell' sign with Local
Long Distance bell on each end. Rwb Frontier
Telephone signs. Keystone small cut out sign.
Philadelphia Telephone signs. Hope to see you
all at one of the shows.

ED HIMMELWRIGHT.
Tel: (570) 726-6695

No. 3137

FOR SALE
NOS WE green 6-ft. switchboard cords, dated
9/51 - $19 ea. ppd.
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DAVE MARTIN. No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, P A 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Unmarked string phone (see photo above).
mounted to a backboard with an early magneto
ringer box. with earpiece, for trade or?
•
#lA alarm reporting phone telephone reporting
set, 1960. with instructions. in its box. $65 •
Kellogg nickel-plated long hooks. with switches. The brackets mount to the back of the
phone - $20 ea. or (6) for $100 • Stromberg
Carlson desk dial bakelite 1212 phones. without
dials. cords and ringers. $50 ea. or six for $270
- add $5 ea. for the earlier handset • Nickelplated metal L-shaped square, 10"x4W'x1 W',
stamped
The Southern
New England
Telephone Co. - use the metallic circuit to all
points in Conn .• rates day 254, night 154•with
a local and long distance bell logo. $45 •
Double desk of playing cards. 1975.50 Year,
Bell Laboratories from Science.Service, $20 two different
colors, in their plastic
container • Double deck of unused playing
cards, Yellow Pages. one yellow and the other
black. handset over a phone book. $20 • New
in the box desk stouchtone Comdial telephones.
#2831T AS BA. with 20 buttons. three
available. or 2830T AS BA with 10 buttons.
all in ivory. made in 1991. $25 ea. • New in
the box 2851 ASBA ivory Comdial touchtone
wall6-button or Cortel Co. 2851 R ASO CDL.
one of each available - $20 ea. • Northern
Electric bakelite handsets that are earlier than
the F1 handset, without elements and cords.
NU in place of F1, brown, $20 ea.; black, (5)
for $20.
ANDREW CHUPELA, No. 3212
33 Sine Rd.
Edison, NJ 08817
Tel: (732) 321-1943
E-mail: AMVTCHUP@AOL.COM
FOR SALE OR TRADE (plus Shipping)
Western Electric 20PC. original parts. professionally re-nickeled, 229 transmitter.
144
receiver, new cloth cords. working condition.
$250 • Kellogg non-dial candlestick. original
parts, OK original nickel. new cloth cords.
polished. working condition. $160 • Leich
candlestick, original parts, professionally repainted and re-nickeled, new cloth cords, working. $200.

FOR SALE
15+ original receivers. complete and tested WE. Kellogg. Stromberg Carlson, Dean.others,
SC capsule - (like WE 706). SC brass bottom
receivers original shell and cap, $40-$70 call for
availability - also SC brass-bottom parts. no
shells • Terminal block for WE cis base. two
screws. clamps to leg, $10 • Original bottom
covers. assorted • NOS cloth-on-cloth fourconductor line cords. Auto. Elec. & Kellogg.
$15 ea. • Magnetos - 3-. 5-bar. different
makes, $25-$35 ea.; Early Viaduct 2-bar,
$50 • Original transmitter cups. $15-$25:
WE. Kellogg, Stromberg, others? Short
transmitter arms and cups: WE, Kellogg
Stromberg, AE, $25 ea. Original faceplate
transmitters:
Kellogg. SC, others. Early
unknown transmitter, stands on feet - 1880s??
1890?? - $75 OBO • Small box of AE
subsets, coil and term. strip only, never had a
ringer, $20 • AE type 42 subsets, complete
with coil, bell & one condenser, $40 • See last
month's ad.
GARY PRATO, No. 1995
4625 Reforma Road
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Tel: (818) 222-4544
E-mail: Garyf'ratoesaol.com
FOR SALE
Rare late model black AE34 with factory
modification. It has a cutout behind cradle for
easy pickup. Has crack on front and rear corner - $200 plus shipping:
WANTED
Colored Automatic Electric 40 in maroon or
mahogany • Any colored AE 34 or 50 •
Colored AE 43 (metal Spacesaver) • Green
. or red North Electric desk set (#7H6) or
wallphone.
FOR TRADE
Nile green & jade green aE 40; Ivory AE34,
40 & 50; and blue AE 40 & 50.
NORMAN MULVEY
310 Thorntree Lane
Canton, GA 30115
Tel: (770) 844-6277
E-mail: normstele@aol.com
WANTED
WE oak Blake top box • Marked Blake Bell
transmitters
• WE nickel Hershey Kiss
perch • Early unusual WE or Bell Telephone
parts.
FOR RADE
WE top boxes • Varous l-box & 2-box arms,
transmitter, cups & receivers.
TRADE FOR HERSHEY KISS PERC
CIS directory, curtain type • Wall or
NOS directory • 54 courtesy coin box with
original key • Empty Blake transmitter
boxes - oak or walnut • F-1 Hush-APhone • CIS pencil and & pad holder.

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
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